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I’ve been targeted by an Unknown group in a cruel and ruthless manner, with secret warfare, as if for practice, as if to
perfect their tactics (the CIA or military intelligence is suspected, and I refer to them as the SS). Things went from bad to
worse, after I started pushing 9-11 theory on my website www.StillDigging.com, years ago, with ideas that 9-11 was
inside job, that it sure looks like the president was involved, and recently in late 2018 the evidenciary trail suggests a
9.11 connection to the American Revolution of 1775, with coincidences like the 9.11.1776 Staten Island Peace
conference, where General Howe’s only bargaining chip was fear, and so on the 225th anniversary terrorists strike in
Manhattan, right next to Staten island. Also the British owned Manhattan in 1664, and 119 years later (the reverse of
911), the American revolution ends in 1783. You might say it’s coincidental, but there’s more detailed in my website
www.StillDigging.com.
(1-15-2019 at press time the SS was shellacking the brain, as if to render it useless, with electroshocks, concussions, chemical injections)

Shortly after publishing this information as 9.11 Probe B on 10-11-2018, I received a flurry of hit attempts, The SS
showed intent to kidnap (a Mason disappearance tactic), then an apparent cover up of a 12-23-2017 attack occurred,
after there were indicators that somebody was looking for me. [Back on 12-23-2017 the SS tried to destroy my home
(my van) (in a made for TV event), after I did research for 9.11 Probe B, and after I published 9.11.Probe A.] After I got
my van back on 11-30-18, the SS wouldn’t let me update this report, an entire month of December, until now (in a
forcible manner), repeatedly stopping my attempts by drugging me, and shallacking my brain (with routine
electroshocks, concussions, and chemical injections, to force memory loss). The worst of the shallacking occurred in
January. The shallacking is unprecedented the last few years, so the ss is concerned about something, like the 9.11
connection to the American Revolution 225 years earlier (and the JFK hit connection. They blatantly crippled me on the
55th anniversary). They even hit me with a flurry of death threats to kick off the new year, and they never did that
before.
After I was stranded and on foot on 11-23-2018, I managed to publish my breaking news (the next day at a library), and
the SS staged a hit attempt (they try to provoke you first). They lay in wait at a typical pit stop, the library toilet, and did
a blatant provocation. virtually in my face, with (GO F___ yourself). (the guyz voice sounded military). The SS also
stranded me in the past on 4th of July weekends, also suggesting a connection to the American Revolution.
By 12-8-2018 I was back to doing 9-11 research, and the SS went beserk (possibly because of my latest findings),
attacked my van, tried to hit me with a car, stalked me with an apparent gang member (trying to provoke first). This was
after the SS stopped my attempt to update this report, with electroshocks, concussions, chemical injections. Then, to
kick off the new year, they repeatedly threatened me. In one case, they spilled blood all over my food ATM (at the
supermarket), then had the monitor ask me if the blood was mine.
On 12-23-2017 it was shock and horror, disbelief and petrified. On that day the SS tried to shut me up for good, by
trying to send my van (my home) into the lake, almost killing me in the process (almost decapitated), as I tried
desperately to save the van (see website). They tried to put me on the streets in the freezing cold, 2 dayz before
Christmas. The SS tried to hospitalize me 2 months earlier, by assaulting my neck (as I slept), paralyzing my upper body
(the neck seemed to be fractured). Both attacks are unprecedented, suggesting the SS wanted to snuff me out before
the new year 2018. A month before they let loose on theze vicious ruthless tactics, the SS stopped me from reporting
them to city officials (by attacking my van),
Just last June 2018 they came at me in the dead of nite in an apparent murder attempt. The HIT slashed my tire as if to
prevent escape, violently hit my van several times each time ordering me out. Later the SS then took over the police
station, drugged me for the interview, and brushed it off as simple vandalism, ignoring my suggestions of violent intent,
(because of the nature of the incident, and the fact the assailant was armed with a big knife. I didn’t get a chance to
explain the SS history of violent intent). They even delayed the interview 2.5 hours, to let the nodoze shut my brain
down (they had kept me on nodoze all day).
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6-5-2018 the police brush off murder attempt as simple vandalism. SS took over police station and drugged me for the police interview. Murder
attempt symbolism shows retaliation for my last report The ADD Report. 6-11 SS obstructs attempt to contact LA Times and the city attorney.
6.14 SS tries to strand me in an industrial section with no witnesses.)
9-28-2018 at press time the SS retaliated by part crippling me, shutting my brain down with sleep deprivation, after trying to force memory loss
with concussions.

By August 2018, the SS is trying other elimination tactics, like shoving food down my throat before a workout (using MK
Ultra), chemical injections before a workout (using MK Ultra).
By October 4th (another symbolic date for JD, the founder of Big Oil), the SS stages blatant hit attempts, with in your face
incitation tactics, terrorizing me out of the area. This was after I messaged 2 US senators, and purchased publishing
equipment. Even on 9-14 (another symbolic date associated with JD and the Mckinley hit), the SS blatantly tried to take
out my van, by running a red lite.
By October 12th, the SS forcefully stopped a 9-11 report (9-11 Probe B), by drugging me at the desk, in the library (using
MK Ultra), in front of witnesses. I later went with what I had, after retreating to the van. This was after the SS obstructed
the research for the same report, with a week of brain concussions (to force memory loss), and saturating my brain with
chemicals (as if to alter brain activity).
Earlier in 2017, while poised to write my 9-11 findings on May 17 2017, the SS obstructed with intimidation and scare
tactics (5 hit attempts in a 30 minute period (after partially crippling me). Later at nite they beat up my brain (with
concussions as I slept to force memory loss) before I could publish “9-11 Probe A, May 18, 2017” on my web site. After
this They tried to hit me in the parking lot, and tried to smash into my van.
By July 18th 2017, after I messaged 2 newspapers that Big OIL might’ve been involved in 9-11, the SS poisoned my drink
at work and gassed me at my desk (with a nerve agent that attacks the brain). Later they terrorized me in the dead of
nite, by slamming my van with a violent force (like a car hit me. I was startled out of sleep.). I later noticed red scrapes
on the drivers door. By July 25, the SS resorted to intimidation and scare tactics, repeatedly sending the same HIT at me
at work. (it turns out all TM (telemarketing) jobs after 2012, are hit city, with the SS repeatedly coming at me at my desk,
as I try to pitch “wanna buy? wanna buy?”). (I’m qualified to do tech at 150K per year, but the SS is intent on keeping me
a poor boy. They even made me homeless. It’s harder to report them that way. See ‘Tony the Poor Boy’ on the web site.)
Even back in April 2017, the SS resorted to ruthless tactics, like plugging up my digestive system, with what looked like a
glad bag. It turns out their worst attacks ever, come in 2017, the 300th year of the Free Mason’s, as if 2017 was suppose
to be it for me.
Symbolic Retaliation as a calling card
It turns out 2017 was big, not only because of the unprecented slew of SS kill attempts, but because it was my 64th year.
The number 64 is also big, because our opponents in the AR (American Revolution) owned Manhattan in 1664, 119 years
before the American Revolution (the reverse of 911). Also theory has it, the SS roze to power 64 years after the CW
(Civil War), and Robert E lee’s estate was turned into a cemetary in 1864, and the WTC (World Trade Center) plan was
approved in 1964, and on 9-14 (3 days afte 9.11) Bush stood on the rubble wearing hat 164, and AA77 had 64
passengers, and the WTC walls were 64 meters, etc etc. (By the way, recent 9-11 revelations suggest Robert E. Lee is a
focus for retaliation, according to the symbolic trail). So my 64th year was suppose to be my last, judging by the
unprecedented attacks, like trying to run my van into the lake, then covering up the evidence.
By coincidence the CNA ‘crippling neck attack’, started on 10-30-2017, matching the 10-30 conception of the WTC
‘World Trade Center’ in 1955. The CNA timeline matches the SS rise to power on the heels of the 1929 stock crash, and
ends on my 64th birthday. Then there’s the latest terror hit attempt on the night of 6-4-2018. There’s the number 64
again, marking the 3rd violent attempt (to stop my 9-11 research or end me), centered on my 64th year (this 3rd attempt
is right before the 74th anniversary of DDay in WWII). I refer to the 12-23-17 event as Dday or Dooms Day, because of
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the nature of the crime. So theze people use symbolism as their calling card, as if to arrogantly take responsibility, like
9-11 for example. And the number 74 is symbolically connected to the AR.
On 12-23-2017, the SS try to put me on the streets, in the freezing cold, on the 20th anniversary of my mothers death. It
was also the 47th anniversary of the completion of the North tower (WTC topping out ceremony) in 1970. To coincide
1747 was the last beheading in London. The number 20 is referenced allot in my 9-11 research, and the latest research
connects the T or cross to the flag of our AR opponents. On 2.20.1981 (1781 the US is born) AA341 buzzed the North
Tower, and 20 years later, the North tower is levelled during 9-11. Also with T being the 20th letter, MR T supervised the
WTC construction. (see probe B for more on T). On 12-23-17, the SS tried to send my van into the lake, in reverse.
Reverse symbolism is also mentioned frequently, in my 9-11 research, apparently based on the fact that the Union army
lined the roze garden at Arliington, with 26 graves, so General Lee would be less inclined to return to his former
residence. So General Lee’s name is reversed in the name of the WTC designer, and 9-11 is the reverse of Lee’s birthday
1-19, and the AR ended 119 years after the British owned Manhattan, and all 4 flites reversed course doing figure 8’s.
Also Bush was notified twice, 5 till and 5 after (the 11th sign and the 9th sign of the Zodiac, a reverse of 9.11). Also, AA77
buzzed Arlington cemetary, before crashing into the Pentagon, after a 64 minute flite.
So because I wrote about this reverse symbolism, the SS sent my van, out of control, in reverse, trying to send it into the
lake. 11 years earlier, they disabled the reverse on my van’s tranny, costing me like $1700 (I didn’t have the money). The
SS had made me homeless, and unemployed (which meant my van was sidelined for 6 months, until I could pay and I still
had to live in it). By the number 11 is prevalent in me research.
Hit Attempts or the impression thereof to terrorize
Until recently SS hit attempts appeared to be intimidation, terrorism, and threats, to obstruct or stop my 9.11 research,
my reports and publications. Everything changed on the night of 6-4-2017, since the assailant was armed with a long
knife, and violently hit my van several times. Then on 10-4-18 the SS was in my face trying to incite me (a prelude to a
hit.
For years Hit attempts appeared real, and something to fear, since one time they came at me with a weapon, in a poorly
lit street. In another event the SS blocked me at a freeway exit, then a jewish tough guy banged on my window in anger
(no rhyme no reason), as if to incite in a hit attempt. Even further back the SS beat me up in a night club (distracted me
then blindsided me striking me with a weapon). So I had reason to fear their intimidation tactics, and this was all for
trying to report them.
In 2017 they’d typically part cripple me (by yanking my leg beyond it’s limit), then stalk me everywhere I’d go, trying to
fight with me. For example in 2016, when I noticed a possible Big Oil connection, they crippled me then sent goliath at
me in the men’s showers, repeatedly stopping at my stall and glaring (typically an invitation for violence). In another
case they shook up my van after I went to bed crippled.
The SS now have new hit tactics, like trying to provoke me on a full stomach (violence on a full stomach gives them the
advantage). Then there was the tough guy clerk at the health club in early 2017, who sprayed me with foam ice trying to
provoke me (no reason) (suddenly unprecedented tactics for 2017) I had been looking into Big Oil. At a super market in
2017, hit boys threw rocks at my van as if trying to get me angry, then sent 3 hits at me.
In earlier years the tactics were different, yet still unprecedented over prior tactics. They did things like mouth off loudly
and angrily (as if to make a scene), calling me “asshole!” on 2 occasions. One guy gave me the finger (held HI) trying to
incite me (no reason). Another guy parked next to me, and gave me the finger (virtually in my face) (no reason). One
person threw debris at me, trying to incite me, in early 2016.
Also in 2016, on the queen’s birthday, this tough guy biker, gets in front of my van, and glares me down for 15 minutes.
(Just recently with revelations about a possible 9.11 connection to the AR (American Revolution), the queens birthday
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enters the symbolic fray with more meaning. Pleaze see the recent Mini Probes on my website.) In another case, one
person threatened to shove a pencil in my ear (apparently telling me not to report). Years ago, this one guy tailgates me
into the park, on his 10 speed, talking menacingly to me thru my open window, taunting me to fight im with “come on
tuff guy, come on tuff guy, come on tuff guy, ………………, all the way to the stop sign (I was like, do we know each
other?). The other year they stalked me in the showers again, trying to provoke, incite. After my latest theory was
published that big oil might’ve been involved, the SS sent this guy at me 4-5 times in the showers, trying to provoke (he
looked military).
In another case they sent this one guy (tuff guy) at me in the men’s room, banging on the door, yankin it. They even
came at me at church, the day after I published 9-11 Probe A. This hit lady (outside with nobody around) walked at me,
forcing me to sidestep out of her way, she then turns and comes at me again, forcing me to back peddle then leave.
Since they run the TM shops (telemarketing) they always bring in tough guys to mess with me. Like when I did an SS
write up in 2017 (it mentions Trump), they pulled in a tough guy using unprecedented tactics, repeatedly touching me,
hitting me in the arm, and doing antics like boisterously laughing (as if at me) virtually in my face, while seated next to
me and facing me.
MK ultra and crippling me
They use MK Ultra (CIA mind control program of the 60’s) for anything now. This is where they shut me off (by remote
control), get in, do something, get out, then switch me back on, like in National Geographic. So with that capability, they
assault me in broad daylite, in front of witnesses (like yank a leg out of it’s socket, keep me pumped with nodoze, give
me a concussion, keep me drugged, contaminate my food, you name it). Back in June 2016, using MK Ultra, they even
crippled me in church (in front of witnesses). I almost couldn’t get up, and I had to leave that church, and start going to
another. Then the psycho nut jobs stalked me to the next church, and in early 2017, assaulted me in church using MK
Ultra, in front of witnesses. Even at work on 8-17-17 the SS showed their psycho side (a common disposition long ago),
by crippling me by yanking my leg beyond it’s limit (in front of coworkers), 3 times, then came at me with 3 hit attempts
or the impression thereof as if to terrorize. This was after I tried to connect Big Oil to 9-11 in 2017. (of course 2017 was
Trumps first year as the unorthodox president, who exclaimed “Big Oil is Back!”. The current government shutdown has
curtailed the work of the FBI, airport screeners, border patrol, but oil drilling continues unabated, because Trump
penciled them in, as excluded).
Because of the crippling torture tactics starting in May 2016, my 5 mile run had been out an entire year and one half,
and my other exercise routines had been severely hampered, since publishing 9.11 theory back in May 2016. They
crippled me worse in June 2000 (the symbolic thumbs down month) during the Bush primaries. That was a year after my
final trip to DC trying to expose the SS, and 9.11 was around the corner, so the SS probably decided to force my silence
by crippling me big time (initially I had to crawl to get around, and I definitely had no plans to fly to DC again). After
pushing 9.11 theory on my website, I end up homeless 3 years later, on my 52nd year (check out the Mini Probes on my
Site and the suggestion is the number 52 is symbolic of the AR (American Revolution. Also Dealey plaza is shaped like 52,
and JFK was born 52 years after the CW, and the queen was coronated in 1952). So I end up lozing a house, a condo,
new SUV, a Mercedez, most of my posessions, and my tech career ends (they simply intercepted all communications).
Keeping me Poor in a Virtual prison
They wont let me do tech, even though I have a tech degree with tons of experience (instead of earning 100K-200K per
YR, they have me doing TM work (Tele Marketing) at 14K a YR). If I study tech, they drug me. When ever my savings gets
too big, like over 2K, they attack my van (as of 2017 it was to the tune of $2470 dollars over 22 months. As of today that
total has gone up to maybe $5000). And they control where I work. That’s the benefits of a quarantine, and intercepting
your calls, they get to control where you work. So right away this would suggest a virtual prison is being enforced.
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So, consequently I can’t go far in a beat up van, let alone distribute reports about the SS or 9.11 or JFK, like I use to.
Instead of report mode, I’ve been in survival mode since I went homeless 13 years ago. The elements are the worst,
extreme heat, extreme cold. And the TM work, that’s like Einstein being forced to peel potatoes all day. So my leisure
hours are spent trying to report these monsters, or keeping my tech skills sharp, in case I slip through the quarantine.
As an example, my last tech hunt last year, I wasted 60 hours shooting out resume’s (about 30) to tech companies, for 2
months. At least 10 were slam dunk perfect matches, but the quarantine stopped any dialogue. It’s like that every year, I
save up for travel money, for the nationwide job hunt, and every year, the SS stops my efforts. They either take my
travel money away, or use their hacks to quarantine the job boards. So they won’t let me earn a retirement. I tried
contacting the FBI but it looks like the SS has their site rigged, just like the SS rigs job sites. The SS is rig city, and they’ll
rig anything and everything, and anybody (like my van for example, allowing them to stage the 12-23-2017 made for TV
event, where they tried to run my van into the lake). See more details in the supplemental section.
Obstruction includes threats, intimidation, torture
The SS are always obstructing my 9-11 efforts, with threats, intimidation, sabotage, and keeping me poor (with attacks
on my van (my home), and they control where I work, so I’m always trying to make ends meet. Publishing 9-11 thoughts
is rare, due to the obstruction, threats, and intimidation, and torture.
Back in May 2016, when I published 9.11 theory, they literally tortured me (yanked my legs beyond their limits) the next
1.5 months, keeping me crippled for their hit attempts, then emptied my savings. In 2016, after I was tortured, as if that
wasn’t enough, they took my money with car problems, to the tune of $2430. By January 2017 it was at $2570. By today
its ear $5000.
Other obstruction includes, keeping me drugged, concussioning my brain so I can’t think strait with slow recollection.
Other times, like recently in the library writing Probe A, they got in my face with threats, intimidation (like the indicators
of a hit attempt), distractions, anything to diminish the quality of my publications on 9-11.
The SS obstruct my reports and theories at every turn. The forcible suppression is immense (it includes threats,
intimidation (hit attempts, smash my van up attempts), physical torture, and they typically have me fired (7 times in 4.5
years)) or force me out of the job. They even punish me for simply trying, to report them, with car problems, near
accidents, harassment at work, etc.
They blocked access to my website files, like just recently in 2017, stopping me from publishing “9-11 Probe A, May 18”
(which suggests Big Oil has their paw prints all over 9-11). (They also blocked website updates for 3.5 years from 2012 to
2015, when they had me under attack with apparent worm desease, and the Guillotine (a secret operation to drive
targets nuts, where they beat your brain to a pulp, then attack psychologically, chemically, and by laser).
News sites are banned thru obstruction, job sites are banned thru obstruction, even my web site was banned thru
obstruction for 3.5 years. The SS are also blatantly reversing website updates, and reformatting the content. They’re also
suspected of deleting content when I aint looking. At times in 2017, News sites (that’s where I report the SS) at the
public library were banned thru obstruction.
One year I couldn’t even Google my website, I’d type stilldigging and get blanks. If I typed anything else, I’d get 100
related websites, suggesting Google has me on a blacklist. I’m probably blacklisted on job sites, and else where in the
tech world. They also back out my website updates the second I turn around, which is what happened to 9-11 Probe A. I
suspect they do this all the time. They even altered the display format several times. Just recently they even deleted files
from my laptop (write ups on parasites and cop harassment). The other month they were blocking content on my
website.
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After I published WTFM (where to find me) info on my website back in June 2017, the SS went to extremes to enforce
the quarantine (keeping seekers away), staging a crime scene to get me to leave a WTFM supermarket area, attacked my
van with car problems to run me out of a WTFM area at the park, and had a gang member yelling in a furious tirade,
behind my van, forcing me to leave a gas station. Even at the public library (a WTFM spot), the SS attacked with a hit bird
(big beaked bird trained to attack, dive bombed at me 3 times), as if to keep me away.
A History of Obstruction including MK Ultra, concussions
They intercept letters, blocked a 2013 attempt to hand deliver a letter to the District Attorney, then most likely blocked
my 2016 attempt to deliver the Diary Report. They also blocked attempts to hand deliver letters to police headquarters.
I don’t even go to the FBI anymore, especially after they refused a letter at the window, and refused me entry, on my
last visit years ago, telling me to mail it in (The investigator by phone tells me to walk it in, then the guard at the door
tells me to mail it in, then the investigator says walk it in, then the guard turns me away again). The US attorney doesn’t
accept letters in person, unless you know their names (I would say “give it to anybody” and their reponse was like ‘no no
it don’t wook dat way, you need a name’ ‘what is the name’). Other officials never respond, as if to say “why you
contactin me?” I’m a politician”.
They do concussions while you sleep (they beat your brain up), to force memory loss. So they control where you sleep,
try to get you an isolated spot, with few witnesses, and seem to use emergency vehicles or the police, as cover. Two
loud alarm clocks, next to your head, will not wake you up. They have my brain rigged for MK Ultra (The CIA mind
control project of the 50’s), and shut me off like a lite switch (like “ok he’s out! Get in there and cripple im, for the hit we
got planned in the men’s showers”). At a previous TM job, they routinely assaulted my leg at my desk (to keep me part
crippled), using MK Ultra to shut me off first. Just last September 2016 they used Mk Ultra for an accident attempt that
would’ve put me on the streets, while I was doing the Shadow Government report.
Concussion symptoms are waking up dazed, with ears ringing, like when somebody rings your bell at a football game.
There’s the brain contractions, reverberations thru the brain, like your brain had just been strapped in an electrocution
chair, which is probably electro shock therapy. There’s the tightness in the temples. And of course you start forgetting
things, you have memory problems, you lose some of your vocabulary, and your speech suffers. Sometimes there’s the
smell of burnt flesh in the nostrils. Sometimes you wake up like half your brain is gone, which is probably marinating my
brain with chemicals. They also cripple me to hamper my ability to exercise off their drugs.
The SS infested me with man eating parasites years ago (worm desease), most likely as an elimination attempt. That’s
why medical treatment is banned. Even dental work is banned. Any xrays will probably show something “dam! Look at
that! It’s like in one of those Sci Fi movies!”. That was the same year 2011 the SS banned my website, through sabotage,
for 3.5 years until 2015, after I published an account of the killer parasites.
Recent History
In the past, the SS did things like a string of hit attempts after having me fired in 2016 on the 149th anniversary of the
Civil War. In other hit attempts they did things like call me “asshole”, gave me the finger, threw debris at me, threatened
to shove a pencil in my ear. In 2015 they tried to snuff me out before the new year, using unprecedented tactics,
poisoning me, hitting me with the Flu, attacked vital organs as if to kill me. They tried to put me on the streets, by trying
to smash up my van (my home). They beat up the brain to force memory loss, hit me with concussions, marinated my
brain to the point of oblivion, then staged coherency checks. They would cripple me to make their drugs stick, and
tortured me for 9.11 theory, using 13th century tactics, the Strapeedo.
They have me enslaved in a virtual prison, enforced by quarantine, and a secret army, and keep me poor with little
mobility, to make the quarantine easier to enforce.
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When it looks like I might report them, they routinely beat up my brain with concussions (you can’t think or write). They
drug me, gas me, you name it, use intimidation tactics, terrorize, try to fight with me, try to hit with a car, stage hits.
In September 2016 they tried to put me on the streets, by trying to kill my engine, after I messaged US senators, with a
new report on the Shadow Government (see website). This was after they tried to smash up my van, while writing the
same report. In January 2017 they punished me with a parking citation, 2 hours after I message 6 US senators. They’ve
had me fired or released about 9 times, since 2012, for reporting them.
After sending out JFK theory in November 2016, they immediately started attacking my job, then started termination
proceedings on Pearl Harbor day (12-7, my last day was 1-27), then officially released me on MLK day (also civil rites
day). (my latest research suggests the number 27 is symbolic of GB or Great Britain). After I started the job, they tried to
get me to handle live wire (another elimination attempt). They even shut me down mentally on day one (with severe
sleep deprivation and drugs), to give a bad first impression (like “ha ha he’s our sales guy?”). The false impression
fabricates the excuse for the Guillotine (a secret operation to drive targets nuts).
In January 2017 after I messaged 6 US senators, they had me cited with a parking ticket, poisoned me, staged 6 hit
attempts, and startled me out of sleep, in the dead of nite.
Right after the 2016 election, they tried to put me on the streets, by trying to wipe out my van with a metro bus. Then
they tried to hit me with a mack truck. 2016 turned out to be an unprecedented year. The SS also tried to snuff me out,
right before 2016. When 2016 hit, they staged a sure hit in April of 2016, used 13th century torture tactics in May and
June, repeatedly tried to put me on the streets, drained my funds to the tune of $2430, wouldn’t let me earn money
beyond eating and pumping gas. Also in June 2016, they crippled me, sabotaged my van to prevent escape, then staged
a hit at the motel. A similar thing happened when Bush ran in 2000, they yanked both legs apart crippling me the rest of
the year. I was literally crawling around the first 2 months.
9-11 and Coincidental History
Theory suggests that 9-11 was an inside job, plotted decades ago, before the World Trade Center was conceived in 1955,
in retaliation for the past, maybe the Civil War, maybe messing with Big OIL, or maybe somtin else (The latest data
suggests a connection to the American Revolution). The theories are supported by a trail of symbolic foot prints, left
behind, perhaps inadvertently, perhaps intentionally, as a calling card, like a fiend who commits a heinous crime, and
leaves his calling card out of arrogance, assuming no one will figure it out.








King George III ran the American Revolution, from the British side, so III = 3, 3 shots rang out in Dallas, JFK had 3 kids,
3 terms in the house, 3 years as president, 3 hobo’s were cot, the limo sped thru the triple underpass, etc.
King George III coronated 1760, JFK elected 1960
King George was 22, JFK shot 11-22, the 11 is probably related to the 9-11-1776 Staten Island Peace Conference.
JFK shot 1963, 63=21+21+21, 21 is also 9 on the clock, the 9th letter is I, so 63 translates to III.
JFK was born 52 years after the Civil War, and 52wks is symbolic for one revolution. Dealey Plaza is also shaped like
the number 52.
The latest data suggests 90 is revolution symbolism, since 90 degrees, is symbolically at the top of the clock. A full
hour is symbolic for one revolution.
9-11 was 90 years after the 1911 bust up of Big OIL Trust , by the 1890 SAA (Sherman Antitrust act) ( S,A,A is 19, 1, 1)
(add 90 to 1911 and you get 2001, 9.11 presumably comes from 1911). So the number 90 appears prevalent in 9-11
symbolism. UA175 hit at 903, the first WTC hit was in 1990 + 3, and UA93 converts to 90+3. (The latest data
suggests 3 is symbolic for King George III). The Trust was busted up by the 1890 SAA act, and SAA converts to 19-11, with S being the 19 letter. There were 19 hijackers, and most were from SA (Saudi Arabia). The WTC architect
helped build the SA airport. SAA converting to 19.1.1, contains 9.1.1 and is symbolically the reverse of Lee’s birthday
1.19 (Robert E Lee). Reverse symbolism is frequent in 9.11 research.
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For example General Lee’s name is reversed in the name of the WTC designer, and 9.11 is symbolically the reverse of
Lee’s birthday 1.19, and all 4 flites reversed course, and Bush was notified twice, 5 till and 5 after (the 11th sign and
the 9th sign of the Zodiac). The reverse symbolism seemed to originate from the fact that 26 graves lined the
perimeter of the roze garden (at Arlington) to prevent Lee’s return.
So the focus of retaliation appears to be centered on Robert E Lee, whose estate was turned into Arlington cemetery
in 1864 (The British acquired ManHatten in 1664). Coincidentally AA77 buzzed Arlington, seconds before crashing
into the Pentagon, after a 64 minute flite, at 937am (JD died in 1937). 64 years after the Civil War, the SS roze to
power (according to theory) in 1929, and the next presidents initials were the 6th and 4th letters. Also the WTC
(World Trade Center) plan was approved in 1964, etc etc. Not to mention the fact the SS tried to end theze theories,
on my 64th year. And 64 is the reverse of 46. Bush, born in 1946, stood on the rubble, wearing hat 164.
The latest data suggests 46 symbolically reverses 64, and the British owned ManHattan in 1664.
AA11 hit the north tower at 846, after a 46 minute flight, and the 9-11 president was born in 1946, and was the 46th
governor of Texas. 9-11 occurred 46 years after the World Trade Center was conceived in 1955, and the 1911 bust
up of Big Oil, was 46 years after the Civil War. JFK was 46, and the Garrison trial was on 4-6.
The first WTC hit was 14 til 9, and Robert E Lee became fatally ill on the 9th month for 14 days, and 9.11 was 3 dayz
shy of the 100th anniversary of the Mckinnley hit on 9-14 (who had JD investigated). JD died 3 yrs shy of his 100th
birthday. Bush stood on the 9.11 rubble, on 9-14.
Robert E Lee’s first campaign was on Cheat Hill on 9-11-1861, and pentagon construction began on 9-11-1941 (60
years before 9.11.2001, and the latest data suggests 60 is symbolic for one revolution). 3 YRs of pentagon
construction was hit on 9-11 by AA77. and on 9-11-1998 (3 years before 9.11) the IC warned of catastrophic
consequences, after the new pentagon construction began.
The latest data suggests 34 is symbolic for “3 For” or rather “For 3”.
Also JFK was was threatened on the 34th anniversary of the 1929 Stock crash, and in 1911 Big OIL was busted into 34
pieces, and JFK was shot on his 34th month as prez, and his wife was 34 years old, and Bush filed on 3-4 for the
Arbusto stock he dumped. 43 is the reverse of 34, and Bush was the 43rd presidente, and Cheney finally acted on
9.11, 43 minutes after AA77 crashed. Also Cheney’s initials DC, convert to 43. AA77 hit the pentagon 34 minutes
after the south tower was hit at 903 am.
In 1911 JD was worth 900M and the twin towers cost 900M.
See 9-11 Probe B and Probe A for more information.

Supplemental
(8-18-17 the SS beat up on my brain so I can’t elaborate and add more details to this report. 8-18 The SS stopped the latest updates several
times by drugging me. Anticipating press time 8-16-17 the SS staged hit attempts at work, all week, and came at me 6 times with the same guy.
Then they tried to drive me nuts, then went at me with a hit attempt. 8-17-17 The SS worked my brain over for 4 hours as I slept, then crippled
me by yanking my leg beyond it’s limit (in front of coworkers), then came at me with 3 more hit attempts, or the impression thereof, with the
same guy, like he’s a hired gun).
(At press time 6-8-2017 the SS beat up my brain (to force memory loss), during the 1-2 weeks I was digging into Big OIL, to see who was capable of
such a diabolical plot. I soon started forgetting things, losing familiarity. Just this week they started pumpin me with nodoze to force sleep loss.
They also used cops with their tactics this week, as if to get me thrown out of the library where I do the research. The SS also blatantly stopped all
attempts at a tech job.).

Keeping me Poor (more details)
They’re keeping me poor at all costs. No money means less mobility, less reporting, and no driving around dropping off
reports (like on 9-11), since the van is rigged. They stop tech job opportunities at all costs (like rig major job sites),
because of the Hi pay (tech jobs were my bread and butter for years, allowing me to buy a condo, a house, a mercedez,
an SUV, which were all lost, as they made me homeless, after I started with my 9-11 research (eventually leading me to
the doors of Big Bad Oil, which built an empire using ruthless and despicable tactics, giving capitalism a bad name). They
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used unprecedented tactics in 2017 to stop tech jobs, and later in 2017 they tried to end it all, my journalism and my
theories.
The SS are also going to extremes to keep me poor (stopping HI pay tech jobs), by banning major job sites thru
obstruction. Also at work, the SS appear engaged in sales theft (as usual), and resort to threats and intimidation to keep
my mouth shut, with aggressive behavior which includes hit attempts or the impression thereof).
They have me slaving away at TM labor camps (TM for Telemarketing), wasting my tech skills away, where I say “wanna
buy, wanna buy…… wanna buy” all day, 8 hours a day, 180 hours a month, the last 10 years (working with ex cons). It’s
like having Einstein peel potatoes all day. The SS run the TM jobs, routinely fire me in retaliation for reporting 9.11, and
routinely steal my sales commissions, to keep me dirt poor. The TM camps are also used to perfect their secret warfare,
like the Guillotine (a secret operation to drive targets nuts, using psychological and chemical warfare). MK Ultra is
routinely used (it’s a CIA mind control program). They’ve used MK ultra to cripple me in front of coworkers, and
routinely attack me using MK ultra, in front of coworkers. They also use the TM camps to perfect their Hit attempts, and
chemical warfare.
In 2006 I end up living in a van, which they beat up and screwed up, to the tune of maybe $10,000 (a fortune for a
homeless guy, (the van cost me $3500), and I averaged $11 per hour, until recently. They’ve kept me impoverished and
homeless for 12 years now, limiting me to low pay TM jobs (TeleMarketing “wanna buy, wanna buy, …………wanna buy.
That’s all I do all day on the phone, is say “wanna buy, wanna buy, ………wanna buy”. So It’s mindless work, like having
Einstein peel potatoes all day. Mean while my tech skills and training and expertise, wastes away, year after year, in a
prison camp, I mean labor camp, I mean SS camp, I mean enslaved by the Shadow Government.
With such low pay and routinely fired, I typically only have enough to eat and pump gas. Consequently I’ve had no
dental work in a decade (my last exam showed $3800 worth of business in my mouth). They even deleted my laptop
report where I state one hospital turned me away 7 times, and that one county doctor lied (like ‘parasites cant live
under the skin, they’d suffocate’. Here’s a list of shrinks. Just based on this I appear to be labelled by the County. Nut
job, next!).
If I accumulate too much money they simply take it away with car problems. Like recently, starting in 2016, their attacks
on the van, cost me $2570 over 9 months. By December 30th of 2017, that figure shot up to about $4000. I spent most of
the 2017 holidayz at auto shops and body shops. They control the TM jobs, so they limit my income there too, by
routinely stealing my commissions from any sales I make. At one TM job in January 2017, the owner refused to pay me
$1000 in sales commissions, and instead the SS had him fire me in retaliation for my JFK and 9-11 reports (the firing
blocked $12,000 in future sales commissions). At another TM job I probably lost at least 20K to sales thefts, and the
same is typical at any TM job now. The SS makes sure my income thresh hold is below 15K a YR.
They also drain my funds with traffic citations. For example I was cited on KKK day (cost was about $700), and just
recently they had a cop stalk me, and cite me, while I was in the store for 10 minutes, back in January 2017, for
messaging 6 US senators on 1-31-2017. The next week they struck with BIO warfare, getting me sick 3 times in one
week. So 2017 was suddenly the year of unprecedented brazen tactics, the year of Trump (the wanna be dictator).
In one case years ago, they caused $1000 in damage, by smashing my door in. In another case they screwed up my
transmission to the tune of $900. It took 6 months to save up, while the van sat on the road side, and I had to shell out
another $800 in car rentals. This is allot of money for a homeless guy, who makes 11-12 per hour. In another case they
screwed up my smog device, and charged me $700 to fix it. Over the years their attacks, must have cost $10,000 and I
only paid $3300 for the van.
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More on Hit Attempts
After I published on 4-15-17, they staged 10 hit attempts the next 5 days, and 11 hit attempts until the SS had me fired
on 5-8 (another symbolic date), at 9:23 (a symbolic time). At the time I was into my 3 rd week into 9-11 probe A research.
Having me fired is typical punishment. They hire to fire. One TM job in 2017 was 31 days, and I’m a TM expert, with 10
years experience. In the TM job before that, I was fired despite earning the company 100K in 3 months, with a million in
future business, and I only cost 26K per year in salary.. This was after my JFK theory went out to Texas newspapers last
November 2016, the week before the 53rd anniversary of that brutal day. (Before I was fired they tried to empty my
piggy bank using extortion tactics, to the tune of $1330, with trumped up charges on the van. It was like “you ain leavin
until you fix it!” (a likely hit attempt). So these guys are getting blatantly bold. They keep me poor so they know I can’t
hire legal counsel.
My latest TM job is another setup, this time to stage hit attempts, after I published “9-11 probe A” which points the
finger at Big Oil. So in retaliation the SS have me working at Hit city, coming at me with hit attempt after hit attempt, or
the impression thereof, while I’m trying to pitch “wanna buy……”. I suspect these guys were terrorists, even before the
civil war.
When I published recent 9-11 theory on my web site, just last April 1st 2017, they tried to kill me by shoving something
(it looked like a plastic bag later), up my anus (while I slept), plugging up my system on 4-12 (the civil war date, I
repeatedly refer to the civil war in my 9-11 research.) As if that wasn’t obvious enough, they showed intent weeks
earlier by barring entry to the super market for “drainage issues” (arrogantly showing intent).
After April 1st, they even resorted to unprecedented tactics, like a couple hit attempts inside church, violent intent inside
church. There were 5 hit attempts else where, the day after I published 9-11 theory on 4-1-17. There were 13 hit
attempts after that (hit attempts typically involve a tuff guy, messing with you, at an isolated location, free from witnesses ).
After I messaged 4 US senators last March 21st 2017, my email provider blocked incoming emails.
(At press time 3-11-2017 the SS repeatedly beat up on my brain, trying to get me to forget, and routinely came at me with hit attempts, especially
with the latest revelations on 9-11 theory, that Big Oil might have been involved. After this recent revelation just yesterday, the SS waged war,
with accident attempts, hostility, intimidation, and a very likely hit attempt to wrap up Friday 3-10-17. It’s also more apparent that the SS routinely
use MK Ultra, to assault me (shut me off then attack). For more information read supplement S20170311, later in this report.)
(After press time, I review 9-11 theory on 3-12, and the SS shut me down with severe sleep deprivation (kept pumping me with NoDoze), then
attacked, trying to poison me, staged 2 hits in a brain dead state, then started marinating my brain as if to kill memory, then crippled me as if to
make the drugs stick.
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